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Abstract
Electricity-driven air-conditioning is energy-intensive and puts a strain to many grids during hot
periods. Solar thermal cooling could be an alternative to conventional cooling, using a renewable
energy source and supplying the most energy during peak demand periods with insignificant effect to
the electric grid.
Office buildings in warm climates have high cooling loads, naturally peaking during daytime because
of occupancy and ambient temperature. Thus, office buildings have a seemingly advantageous
relationship between the possible supply of solar thermal energy and cooling demand. With this
background, solar cooling systems for two office buildings with the same dimensions are
investigated, placed in a tropical- and a sub-tropical location.
There are great differences in the design conditions for solar cooling systems in the tropics and the
sub-tropics, between the chosen locations Manila and Abu Dhabi more specifically.
Manila has a quite evenly distributed cooling load while Abu Dhabi has a strongly pronounced
summer season with very high maximum cooling loads, while the winter temperatures are relatively
low. The prior described conditions creates a big difference between loads throughout the year,
making a thermal chiller less effective in this aspect. However Abu Dhabi is expected to have an
overall smoother- and ultimately a more high performance solar cooling system due to lower
humidity, which facilitates the important cooling of the chiller.
Evacuated tube collectors were used at both sites, where the collectors in Manila needs to be larger
relative to the chiller cooling capacity, in order to compensate for the irregularity of direct solar
radiation.
The electricity price in Abu Dhabi is too low for the solar cooling system to be economically feasible
compared to a conventional system, where the net values over 20 years are 163
€a d
€,
respectively. Manila has on its hand a very high price for electricity, making the 20-year net values for
both the solar cooling- and the conventional system approximately 170
€.
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Nomenclature
Absorption – Whe a su sta e’s
substance. (Diffen, 2015)

ole ules i teg ates u ifo

Adsorption – A u ulatio of a su sta e’s
2015)

l th oughout the body of another

ole ules o the surface of a solid or liquid. (Diffen,

Desiccant – A material that attracts moisture from the air.
Latent heat – Heat which causes phase change of a medium.
Sensible heat – Heat which causes temperature change of a medium.
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1 Introduction
This thesis is a technical study of two active, thermally driven cooling systems for two office buildings
with the same dimensions, placed in a tropic and a sub-tropic location.
While electrically driven air-conditioning is energy-intensive and puts a strain to many grids during
hot periods, solar thermal cooling uses a renewable energy source and gives the highest degree of
ooli g he it’s the ost a ted, with insignificant effect to the electric grid. The use of solar
cooling is very limited today but has interesting features and might have potential to be a serious
alternative to conventional electricity- as well as gas-driven cooling systems.

1.1 Background
Solar thermal cooling has some important advantages compared to conventional cooling by vapourcompression units. The most significant incentives for solar thermal cooling are described below.

1.1.1 Peak-electricity demand
A large amount of the electricity used in hot climates are used by vapor-compression units for
cooling buildings, leading to peak electricity loads on hot days, which can cause black-outs and grids
working on maximum capacity.
When using solar thermal cooling systems, the peak cooling demand coincides with the peak supply
since the solar collectors absorb the most energy on clear and sunny periods. In addition to this, the
solar cooling systems has insignificant effect on the electric grid (Pumps and control system require
some electricity).

1.1.2 Energy Quality
Electricity is the most high-quality form of energy used in society. To use electricity for space heating
or - ooli g e ept he it’s ot e essa a e o side ed as a deg adatio a d a aste of this
high quality energy. Quantifying energy quality can be done by the use of exergy analysis, of which
points to the same conclusion as described above. (Wall, 1997)
Where electricity is the only useable energy form for many technologies, such as IT-equipment and
lighting, heating and cooling of building spaces can be generated from thermal energy.

1.1.3 Efficiency of solar thermal collectors
Photovoltaic panels on the commercial market has an average conversion efficiency of 15 %.
(Fraunhofer ISE, 2012) In the conversion of solar rays into electric energy. Solar thermal collectors
has on the other hand conversion efficiencies from 20 - 80 %, depending on the collector type and
ambient conditions. (Kohlenbach, 2014) (Aljazeera, 2012)

1.1.4 Impact on global climate
New, conventional air- o ditio i g u its o lo ge use ef ige a ts depleti g the ea th’s ozo e la e
upon leakage. However, the new refrigerants still emit green-house gases from a refrigerant leakage
of 5-15 % p of the u it’s ef ige a t o te t per year. (Kohlenbach, 2014)
9 % of the o ld’s ele t i it ge e atio a e esti ated to o e f o non-renewable resources.
(EIA, 2011) A considerable quantity of the electricity are used for air-conditioning and the amount
used is growing fast, since cooling demand is increasing rapidly in emerging economies with hot
climates. (Aljazeera, 2012)
Refrigerants used in solar thermal cooling systems are on the other hand environmentally benign and
the source of energy is renewable. Using thermal energy generated from the sun to cool building
6
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spaces can be an important measure to reduce the negative impact that conventional cooling has on
the climate.

1.2 Questions


What cooling techniques and solar collectors are available today?



How is the research of new techniques and what are the main areas in need of improvement?



How can the solar cooling system performance be designed and optimised in the different
climates?



Could solar cooling be economically feasible at the studied locations?

1.3 Purpose
To investigate if solar cooling can be a large-scale alternative to conventional air-conditioning in
office buildings situated in tropic- and sub-tropic regions.

1.4 Aim
To present realistic design-, sizing- and performance results of the two solar cooling systems.

1.5 Boundaries
The main focus lies on the energy technology of the chillers but also on the solar collectors. Following
boundaries has been set:


The building physique of which the solar cooling systems cools will be simplified.



Distribution of cooling to the office buildings will be simplified and not described in detail.



System pumps, pipes and control system will be standardised.



Passive solar cooling systems will not be included in the thesis.

1.6 Method
An extensive literature study is made using internet, previous course literature and other relevant
literature to get acquainted with the cooling techniques, obtain other useful information and to be
aware of possibilities and limitations. In addition to this, new research in the area will be
investigated, mainly by utilising Elsevier.
Two locations will be chosen for the office building, one in a tropic region and the other one in a subtropic region. Dimensioning will be drafted by hand before plotting the systems in TRNSYS. TRNBUILD
is used for modeling the building while the whole system is assembled in the TRNSYS Simulation
Studio. Adjustments will be made to strive for highest possible performance combined with a high
usage of solar thermal heat.
An economic overview is later carried out to study the feasibility of the two solar cooling systems,
using total net values to compare solar cooling with conventional cooling.
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1.6.1 TRNSYS
TRNSYS is a simulation software tool used to simulate the behavior of transient systems. The user can
couple components together into a system which it iteratively solves and generate graphs to be able
to follow system behavior over time. (TRNSYS, 2015)
TRNSYS has a part were building properties can be specified and modeled, called TRNBUILD. The
other main part of the program is the Simulation studio, were systems are assembled and later
simulated. The program contains weather files based on data from the Meteonorm database, where
solar radiation data are based on values from 1981-1990 while the temperature- and ambient
humidity data are based on values from 1961-1990. (Meteonorm, 2011)

1.6.2 System design methodology
The solar cooling systems are dimensioned by manual calculation beforehand, in order to later check
the plausibility of the simulation dimensioning for the specific systems. Naturally, the climate data
and the buildings properties needs to be determined first. With the prior information, a manual
estimation of the cooling load was made by determining transmission- and ventilation energy lost to
the surroundings. The steps described are later carried out in the same order using TRNSYS to get
dynamic values over a year.
With cooling load curves generated by TRNSYS, it’s possible to determine the size of the thermal
chillers and the heat rejection units, respectively. When choosing heat rejection units, additional
weather data on humidity was generated.
The sola field’s sizes and collector types are estimated after knowing the chillers required thermal
energy input. The heat storage tank is dimensioned is after the collector field sizes and the sites solar
irradiance profiles. Steady-state calculations are made by hand for estimation and simulations were
carried out to get more precise dimensions and to investigate average yearly collector efficiencies.
Simulations are made step by step, first testing parts of the full system to calibrate and check for
errors before assembling the whole system.
When the full system is put together, a control strategy is implemented. The control strategy is
required to make sure the thermal chiller, the heat rejection unit and cooling distribution unit
operate in the right temperature range and ultimately to control office temperatures.
The described methodology is the initial order, but simulations make it possible to alter and adjust
the designing without following abovementioned order.

8
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2 Theory
The technologies described in this chapter will be chosen in regard to the possibility of use in the
p oje t’s solar cooling system design. Along with this, relevant technical advancement and research
will also be included.
An active, thermally driven solar cooling system always has solar collectors to convert the solar
radiation into thermal energy, either with water or air as transfer medium. The thermal energy is
t a sfe ed f o the sola olle to s to the s ste ’s hille u it, he e the e a e se e al diffe e t
chilling technologies available. All chiller types have in common that they use heat to deliver chilled
water or air, i.e. the chillers removes heat to create a cooling effect. Building space heating and
heating of hot, potable water can be included in the solar cooling system for increased utilisation of
the thermal energy.
A description of the main components in a solar cooling system follows below.

2.1 Solar thermal collector types
There are several different types of solar thermal collectors, including flat plate-, evacuated tube-,
concentrating- a d ai olle to s. The a i ost a d pe fo a e, it’s the efo e i po ta t to gain
knowledge about their properties before choosing a collector type for a solar cooling system.

2.1.1 Flat plate collectors
The flat plate collector generally consists of a back plate in aluminium with a thick insulation layer on
top of it, an insulated aluminium frame on the sides with an upper cover of glazed glass. The
insulation reduces heat losses to the surroundings while the glass on its hand reduces heat losses
due to convection, for example caused by wind. On top of the insulation lays an absorber sheet and
copper pipes for the working fluid. The working fluid is generally water, in cold climates mixed with
glycol to prevent freezing.
The most important component of the flat plate collector is the absorber sheet. It has to absorb as
much solar irradiance as possible, convert the irradiance into heat and effectively conduct the heat
into the working fluid of the pipes. (Powerfromthesun, 1985) The absorber sheet has a coating which
improves the absorption of the solar irradiance in the visible wavelengths. Along with this, the
coating also reduces the emissivity of infrared wavelengths, which further increases the collector
efficiency.
Flat plate collectors is the most common type of solar thermal collectors in the world, apart from
China, where evacuated tube collectors are dominating the market. The flat plate collector
technology is simple and easy to install with relatively low investment costs, which makes it suitable
for domestic applications. The drawbacks are low efficiency and a temperature limit for the working
fluid of around 100 °C. (Kohlenbach, 2014)

2.1.2 Evacuated tube collectors
Evacuated tube collectors are made up of several parallel-coupled glass tubes. As the name suggests,
the air in the tubes is evacuated, which is done in order to minimise the thermal losses to the
surroundings. The heat transfer fluid and the absorber sheet is placed inside the tubes. There are two
different models of evacuated tube collectors, direct flow collectors and heat pipe collectors.
The direct flow models use one fluid in the collector system, which flows through the tubes and gets
heated up by the absorber sheet. It works similar as the flat plate collector.
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In the heat pipe collectors two fluids are used, one in the tubes and another in the circulating system.
The tube fluid has a lower boiling point than water which causes it to evaporate easily. The absorber
sheet transfers heat to the fluid which vaporises and rises to a heat exchanger placed at the top of
the heat pipe. In the heat exchanger, the vapour from the tube releases its heat to the circulating
system fluid. This causes the vapour to condense and go back to the bottom of the heat pipe.
For the vapour to be able to rise to the heat exchanger at the top and then flow back down, the
collectors needs to be mounted at an angle between 20 – 75 °C relative to the horizontal.
E a uated tu e olle to s ha e high effi ie
a d it’s possi le to a hie e high temperatures of the
working fluid, something that is required for high performance solar cooling machines. As for the flat
plate collectors, evacuated tube collectors are also largely commercially available and easy to install.
Drawbacks are high investment cost relative to the flat plate technology and the fact that heat pipe
models needs to be mounted in a certain angle span. (Kohlenbach, 2014)

2.1.3 CPC
CPC (compound parabolic concentrating collectors) are essentially evacuated tube collectors with
parabolic, reflectively coated aluminium sheets placed below the pipes. With this technique, the
underside of the tubes can also be utilised for energy conversion.
The temperatures of the working fluid will be higher, while the reflectors requires regular cleaning
and take up more space than conventional tube collectors. However, the cleaning can be avoided
with placing a transparent sheet over the collectors. (Kohlenbach, 2014)

2.1.4 Parabolic trough collectors
Parabolic trough collectors have large concave mirrors that concentrates solar radiation to an
elevated absorber places above the centre of the mirror. The large concave mirrors reflects radiation
from many different angles, resulting in heating the working fluid in the absorber tube to potentially
very high temperatures. The collectors have one-axis tracking to optimize the absorption of radiation
throughout the day. These collectors have traditionally been used for electric power generation,
however there are nowadays market-available parabolic trough collectors designed for thermal
processes, with supply temperatures reaching up to 250 °C.
The high supply temperatures raises the efficiency, but this technology is only suitable in places with
high direct normal radiation since it cannot absorb diffuse radiation. Other aspects of the parabolic
trough collectors are the requirement of regular cleaning and a relatively high investment cost.

2.1.5 Linear Fresnel collectors
The linear Fresnel collector is also a concentrating technology. A number of small, flat mirrors with
one-axis trackers are reflecting the solar rays towards an absorber tube placed in the middle of the
mirror field. “i e the i o s a e flat, the do ’t o e t ate the a s. I stead, the e is a s all
parabolic reflector on top of the absorber tube that concentrates the light to the absorber tube.
Both linear Fresnel- and parabolic trough collectors are normally aligned in the North-South direction
and perpendicular in the east-west direction to be able to with one axis-tracking effectively follow
the sun during daytime. (Gharbi, 2011)
The simple, flat mirrors of the linear Fresnel collectors makes the technology cheaper compared to
the parabolic trough collectors. The concave shape of the parabolic reflectors makes the
manufacturing complex and therefore more expensive. The drawback of the flat mirrors are the
requirement of larger area for the same thermal capacity relative to the parabolic trough technology.
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The linear Fresnel collectors can generate supply temperature in the same region as parabolic trough
collectors.

2.2 Conventional chiller types
There are a few different ways to turn hot fluid from solar thermal collectors into chilled water for
cooling purposes, and these techniques will be described in this chapter.

2.2.1 Conventional Absorption chiller
The absorption process requires the use of a refrigerant and an absorber. For example ammonia can
be used as a refrigerant and water as absorbent. An ammonia/water-Absorption chiller can provide
chilled water from 20 °C down to -30 °C. Ammonia is however toxic, has a strong odour and not
preferred in applications where that might cause a problem. (Alvarez, 2006) Another common option
is to have water as refrigerant and a hygroscopic salt, i.e. lithium bromide or lithium chloride as
absorbent. With water as refrigerant the minimum chilling water temperature is between 6-20 °C
(the process would halt below 0 °C, since the refrigerant water will freeze.) When providing cooling
to buildings, chilling water temperatures below 0 °C are not wanted. In fact, the performance of the
chiller will increase with higher chilled water temperatures. (Kohlenbachb, 2014)

Figure 1, the Absorption cycle. Made by author in SmartDraw.

The Absorption chiller consists of a generator, condenser, evaporator and an absorber as seen in
Figure 1. The absorption chiller replaces the compressor used in vapour compression systems with a
generator and an absorber, the pair is called thermal compressor. (Energy Solutions Center, 2010)
The cycle of the water/Li-Br-Absorption chiller starts with adding heat to the generator via a water
coil. The generator contains a diluted solution with the lithium bromide and the refrigerant (water).
Low prevailing pressure makes the solution boil easily, causing the refrigerant to vaporise. As the
refrigerant vaporises, the lithium bromide solution concentrates. The vaporised refrigerant flows
from the generator to the condenser.
A ooli g oil i the o de se auses the apou to o de se o the oil’s su fa e. Co de satio
heat is removed by cooling water in the coil and the refrigerant water gathers in the condenser. Due
to the higher density of cold water, the lowest temperature will occur at the bottom of the
11
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condenser, from which the refrigerant water is lead through a narrow channel into the evaporator.
The pressure in the evaporator is further lowered and now close to a vacuum. This low pressure
serves two purposes, to force the flow from the condenser into the evaporator and to make the
refrigerant water boil on the surface of the chilled water coil. At this point the evaporative latent
heat of the refrigerant is removed from the chilled water, decreasing the return temperature of the
chilled water coil and preparing the supply temperature level. The refrigerant vapour flows to the
absorber.
The concentrated lithium bromide solution flows from the generator to the absorber and the
refrigerant vapour is here absorbed by the lithium bromide solution. The cooling water coil from the
condenser flows through the absorber and removes heat from condensation and dilution. The
diluted water-lithium bromide solution is then pumped back to the generator. The pump also fills the
function of raising the pressure to the needed level. (Yazaki, 2015)
After the solution passed the pump, it passes a heat exchanger. The heat exchanger transfers heat
from the concentrated lithium bromide solution to the diluted solution, thus reducing the heat load
of the generator. The heat exchanger is essential to achieve high overall performance of a
conventional Absorption chiller.
What is described above is a single-effect Absorption chiller, because it has one generator. A so
called double-effect absorption chiller has two generators to increase the refrigerant flow and this
application also keeps the heat input on a low level by utilising the heat better, compared to the
single effect chiller. The double-effect chiller thereby achieves higher performance than the singleeffect chiller, but requires higher supply temperatures. (Alvarez, 2006) (Energy Solutions Center,
2010) A triple-effect absorption chiller, has logically, three generators and condensers to further
increase the performance. (He, 1996)
Table 1, –COP-values from different types of Absorption chillers.

Absorption type
COP-value

Single-effect
0.5-0.8

Double-effect
1.1-1.4

Triple-effect
1.7-1.8

If the temperatures in the generator or absorber drop under a certain temperature, the lithium
bromide solution will crystallise. The crystallisation will halt the process and can potentially damage
the machine. (Wang(a), 2002) The hazards of crystallisation of absorbent salt are described in greater
detail in chapter 2.6.1.

2.2.2 Adsorption chiller
The Adsorption chilling technology also uses a liquid as refrigerant, e.g. water or ammonia and a solid
as an adsorbent. Silica gel is a commonly used adsorbent while Zeolithe has entered the market in
recent years.
The Adsorption system is similar to that of the Absorption, though while the Absorption cycle is
continuous the Adsorption cycle work in two phases. (Kohlenbachb, 2014)
Furthermore, the working process can be broken down into four steps. The first step starts in the
adsorber, with the refrigerant adsorbed to the solid. Heat is transferred from a water coil into the
adsorber and causes an increase in pressure and temperature, a thermal compression.
Under step two the temperature continues to increase from the ongoing heat transfer, causing the
refrigerant vapour to desorb and later liquefy in the condenser. The condensing heat is released
here.
The third step begins with the adsorber being disconnected from the condenser. At the same time,
the adsorber gets cooled down by cooling water and the temperature drop decreases the pressure.
12
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The adsorber pressure is thus first increased to benefit the condenser and then then lowered to
prepare the right conditions for the evaporator.
In the fourth and last step the adsorber gets connected to the evaporator while still being further
cooled. As the adsorber temperature continues to decrease, the refrigerant vapour flows from the
evaporator to the adsorber. This creates the desired cooling effect, since heat in the vapour is
removed from the evaporator.

Figure 2, the Adsorption cycle. Made by author in SmartDraw.

As mentioned earlier, the Adsorption cycle is not continuous and this results in a fluctuating cooling
output. A minimum of two adsorbers working continuously with desorption respective adsorption
are therefore needed to generate chilled water at a constant temperature.
The nominal COP-values for single-effect Adsorption chillers are typically 0.4-0.7.
The Adsorption chiller is heavier and has larger dimensions compared to the Absorption chiller. In an
Adsorption chiller there is no risk for crystallisation since the adsorbent is solid and stays in the same
state throughout its working cycle. (Wang(b), 2011)

2.3 Research and alternative techniques
Interesting advancements in research and new cooling techniques applicable to solar cooling will be
taken up here.

2.3.1 ClimateWell Absorption chiller
The company ClimateWell was founded in Sweden by the year of 2001. (ClimateWell, 2014) Their
absorption technology is a chemically driven process using two tanks coupled in vacuum. The first
tank has the function of being a reactor, constantly containing the absorbent. The second tank works
as both as a condenser and an evaporator. The absorbent used is the salt lithium chloride and water
is used as the refrigerant liquid.

13
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Figure 3, ClimateWell Absorption cycle. Made by author in SmartDraw.

The process starts with the reactor containing the lithium chloride diluted with water, while the
second tank is empty. The reactor tank then experiences a temperature increase caused by solar
heat transferred from a water coil. Naturally the water will vaporise, flow to the other tank and
condense. The reactor is heated until all of the water has vaporised, leaving the salt completely
crystallised. The thermal energy is partly stored in the salt while the rest is condensation heat and
the latter removed by a cooling water coil. This part of the cycle is the charging phase.
The discharging phase starts with the second tank being thermally connected to the surrounding air
or an air-conditioning system, which makes the condensed water vaporise and return to the reactor.
“i e the ta k’s pressure is very low due to the prevailing vacuum, the condensed water will boil and
evaporate at a low temperature. The evaporation removes heat from the second tank and the
cooling effect is achieved. (ClimateWell(b), 2014)
The advantages compared to conventional Absorption chillers are no unwanted crystallisation of
absorbent salts, simpler overall technique with no moving parts in the chiller and no pump needed to
drive the process. While the ClimateWell technique implements an Absorption process, the cooling
output is fluctuating in the same way as for the Adsorption chiller. To achieve an even cooling
output, two units are required to operate at the same time, one charging while the other is
discharging.
The nominal thermal COP is 0.68 but implemented COP is normally between 0.52-0.57. (Solarcombi+,
ClimateWell, 2010)

2.3.2 EAX Absorption cycle
The EAX Absorption cycle could present an alternative when heat source temperatures are too high
for conventional single-effect absorption chillers, yet too low to fit for conventional double-effect
absorption chillers. None of the prior absorption cycles can effectively utilise heat sources with
temperatures between approximately 125-145 °C. The EAX-cycle (Evaporator-Absorber-Exchange) is
a technique on an experimental stage with a so called one and a half-effect absorption principle that
can advantageously operate with heat sources within above mentioned temperature span.
The cycle is quite complicated and has two absorbers, one high temperature generator and one low
temperature generator. There is also an EAXE, (evaporator-absorber-exchanger evaporator) and a
liquid-gas separator used to recover losses. Compared to the single-effect absorption cycle, the most
significant efficiency improvement lies in the use of the low temperature generator. High-pressure
condensation heat is added from the high temperature generator to the low temperature generator,
which generates more refrigerant vapour and thereby increases the COP. Depending on the
14
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temperature of the heat source, the EAX Abso ptio
(Hong, 2010)

le a a hie e COP’s i the a ge of .

-1.2.

2.3.3 Advanced Adsorption cycles
Conventional Adsorption cycles has a COP of 0.4-0.7 and a fluctuating cooling output, as mentioned
under chapter 2.2.2. These COP-values and can be increased and the cooling output become
continuous by configuring the Adsorption cycles. Examples of configured Adsorption cycles are the
heat recovery cycle, the mass recovery cycle and the thermal wave cycle. (Wang(c), 2000)
In the heat recovery cycle two adsorbers are used, where one is connected to the condenser while
the other one is connected to the evaporator. In other words, one absorber stands for the charging
when being connected to the condenser, while the other one is discharging when connected to the
evaporator and this provides a continuous cooling output. (The charging and discharging works in the
same way as described in chapter 2.2.2) The cycle can change phase and there is a closed circuit
between the two adsorbers. This circuit is used for short time thermal connections after the
desorption- and adsorption phases are completed. In these short times, heat from the discharging
adsorber is transferred to the charging adsorber while cold is transferred to the hot, thus recovering
heat. In this phase, the heating and cooling of respective adsorber will be interrupted. Heat recovery
is an important measure for increasing the COP of an Adsorption chiller. According to experiments
done by Wang, heat recovery will increase COP by up to 25 %. Adding additional adsorbers can
further increase the efficiency, but the system cost and complexity will be increased.

Figure 4, the heat recovery Adsorption cycle when adsorber 1 is connected to the condenser while adsorber 2 is connected to
the evaporator. Made by author in SmartDraw.

Before the heat recovery, a mass recovery can be made. In the mass recovery cycle, the two
adsorbers will be connected to each other in the end of their respective processes of desorption
(charging) and adsorption (discharging). The pressure is high in the adsorber used for desorption and
low in the desorbing adsorber. The pressure difference causes the refrigerant in the charging
adsorber to flow to the discharging adsorber, where it gets adsorbed by the adsorbent. This process
increases the amount of adsorbed refrigerant and which increases the COP and the cooling capacity.
According to experiments by Wang, the COP can increase with 10 % or more by utilising the mass
recovery cycle. (Wang(b), 2011) (Wang(c), 2000)
Another configured model is the thermal wave cycle and the idea is based on circulation of a heat
transfer fluid through two adsorbers, one heat source and one heat sink. The cycle starts with the
15
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adding of heat from a heat source where a fluid transfers this heat to an adsorber in desorption
phase. The condensation heat from desorption is transferred to a heat sink. The recovered thermal
energy in the heat sink is further transported via pipes using pump energy, to an adsorber in
adsorption phase. The cycle is closed with the transferring of heat from the latter absorber to the
heat sou e’s t a sfe fluid. A ou d % of the the al e e g a e e o e ed usi g this
technology, which means that the needed heat input in the system is significantly reduced and the
need for cooling towers can be reduced or even eliminated. The COP for a thermal wave cycle can
reach up to 1.0. (Wang(c), 2000)

2.3.4 CSIRO Desiccant wheel
CSIRO, the national science agency of Australia, has developed and patented a cooling technique
called the desiccant wheel. It is a system that provides cooling and ventilation at the same time. The
working process of the desiccant wheel starts with transfer fluid being heated by solar collectors and
passed through a heat exchanger placed in a compartment. The air-conditioning unit is made up by
two compartments. Outside air is drawn in by a fan to the first compartment and heated by the heat
exchanger. In the second compartment, outside air is also drawn by fan into the unit, where its
moisture gets absorbed by a desiccant wheel slowly rotating through both of the compartments. The
absorbent material dries out in the first compartment from the hot, dry air generated by the heat
exchanger. The hot air is transported out of the house while the now dried air in the second
compartment is chilled by an indirect evaporative cooler. In the indirect evaporative cooler, a
secondary air stream is evaporatively cooled by water. The secondary air stream cools in its turn the
dried air stream flowing through the second compartment. The cooled air is thereafter supplied via
air ducts for cooling desired spaces. (CSIRO, 2012)

2.4 Thermal storage
Thermal storage is a good tool when creating a reliable solar cooling system. This can be done with
hot- or cold storage tanks and also possibly combined. Conventional storage tanks are relatively
cheap and can reduce the need for back-up heat.
An advantage of thermal storage is the ability to save excess thermal energy when cooling load is low
and solar insolation is high. The storage provides ability of solar cooling for evening, night-time and
on cloudy periods of the day. The system control gets simplified and more stable since sudden
temperature fluctuations from weather changes can be evened out by the storage tank. In addition
to this, hot water and also heating can be provided with the use of a storage tank.
A storage tank should have low weight and volume, low thermal losses and low cost to provide good
technical and economic pre-conditions. For the storage to have low weight and volume the specific
heat capacity and the density of the storage material should be high. The two main measures to
minimise thermal losses due to convection and conduction of the storage tank is insulation and
having a small surface area-to volume ratio. An additional measure is choosing a storage material
with low heat conductivity. (Jakob, 2014)

2.4.1 Hot water storage
It’s i po ta t that the sto age ta ks a e desig ed to ha dle the te pe atu e- and pressure
requirements of the solar cooling system.
Water is a natural choice of storage medium for many thermal storage appli atio s. It’s heap,
environmentally friendly and easy to handle along with a fairly high heat capacity. In all hot water
storage tanks, cold water will accumulate in the bottom while hot water will be in the top-part of the
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tank. Supply water will be drawn out of the tank at the top while a cold water inlet is placed at the
bottom of the tank.
There are a number of different types of water storage tanks. The simplest type is called a buffer
tank, a plain steel vessel without integrated heat exchangers. It cannot hold potable water but can be
used for both hot and cold water storage.
An alternative is a storage tank with clean, potable water and with one or more heat exchangers
integrated in the tank. The heat exchanger fluid has no contact with the potable water in the tank,
except thermally. One heat exchanger will be for the solar collector system and another heat
exchanger could provide heat from a back-up heater. The whole tank needs to be built of stainless
steel or have some other sort of corrosion protection, since there is a constant inflow of fresh, cold
water containing oxygen. This type of tank fits best for heat storage.
To avoid having to protect the whole tank from corrosion but still integrating potable water, a
smaller tank for potable water can be used, installed inside a larger tank holding water for heat
sto age o l . Thus, the ig ta k does ’t eed o osio p ote tio . This ko i-tank is recommended
for heat storage only. (Jakob, 2014)

2.4.2 Chilled water storage
Chilled water storage tanks has lower thermal losses than hot water storage from conduction and
convection due to a smaller temperature difference between the chilled water and the ambient air.
However, the small temperature difference (typically 3-6 °C) between supply and return in chilled
water tanks reduces the storage density compared to hot water tanks. The lower density results in
greater volume capacity. To avoid corrosion on the tank outer surface, a vapour barrier needs to be
included with the insulation. (Jakob, 2014)

2.5 Heat rejection
Conventional AD- and Absorption chillers require heat rejection in order to work. In a conventional
Absorption chiller, a water coil from a heat rejection unit goes through the condenser and the
absorber. The heat rejection technologies can use water, air or a combination of the two as coolant.
Furthermore, the heat rejections types can have open and/or closed systems. The open systems has
generally lower investment costs than the closed ones. However, the exposure to the ambience of
the open systems can give problems with fouling and thus requiring regular maintenance. Water
treatment might also be needed for open systems.
The ambient humidity and -wet bulb temperature are important factors when choosing heatrejection technique.
An energy-efficient way of heat rejection is cooling the heat rejection system with cold, potable
water. The potable water will heat up to around 35 °C and as a result less energy from a primary heat
source is required for heating the potable water. The mains water and the potable water will flow
through a heat exchanger, without contact with each other. (HydroThrift, 2011)
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2.6 Practical risks and difficulties
Side-aspects and possible hazards with solar cooling systems will be described below.

2.6.1 Li-Br crystallisation in Absorption chillers
Crystallisation of the lithium bromide can be a problem in Absorption chillers. When a salt
concentration is dissolved in water, there will always be a minimum specific solution temperature
and the same applies to the lithium bromide. Below this minimum, the salt leaves the water and
crystallises. Crystallisation can also occur if the concentration of lithium bromide in the solution is too
strong. (Abdelaziz, 2011) The crystallisation can block the system flow, a typical example is fouling in
the heat exchanger where the absorber- and generator solution flows though. The blocking will
result in decreased performance. To dissolve the lithium bromide crystals, high temperatures needs
to be applied in order to restore normal chiller operation.
If the condenser is rapidly cooled to temperatures lower than normal, which will in its turn lower the
absorber temperature. When the absorbent solution leaves the absorber it can crystallise and block
the heat exchanger if it reaches the minimum specific solution temperature.
Crystallisation can also occur if the generator heat input exceeds normal operation mode, which
leads to over-concentrating the absorbent and can later cause blockage in the heat exchanger.
To further avoid crystallisation, the chilled water temperatures a ’t e lo e tha °C due to the
properties of the lithium bromide. In addition, crystallisation can occur during power and abrupt
changes in cooling loads. (Broad air conditioning, 2010)

2.6.2 Stagnation of solar thermal collectors
Stagnation can occur when the solar radiation heats up solar collectors to very high temperatures. At
the ti e of stag atio , o fluid ill flo th ough the pa el’s pipes a d the olle to effi ie
ill
drop to zero. The stagnation temperature is the maximum possible temperature of the system and
can be between 180-300 °C, depending on the collector type. Flat plate collectors has generally low
stagnation temperatures while vacuum tube collectors have higher stagnation temperatures.
The heat during stagnation can be conducted from the solar collectors to the connected piping
system, which makes it important that the piping insulation can handle such high temperatures. (SC
book 125)
The stagnation can be critical in the stage when hot liquid is pushed out of the collectors and the high
temperatures can affect components such as the expansion vessel. (IEA SHC, 2002)
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3 Result
3.1 Ambient conditions at locations
This chapter gives an overview of the conditions at the project locations, which will influence the
design of the systems.

3.1.1 Weather Abu Dhabi
The o e all li ate i A u Dha i is hot a d athe hu id, it’s a su -tropic climate. The summer
months are June-September, with very hot and dry weather. May and October are also hot, but are
more of transition periods. November to January are colder months with higher humidity.
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Figure 5, ambient hourly temperatures and relative humidity in Abu Dhabi throughout the year. The right vertical axis
provide the scale for the relative humidity and the left one is the scale for the temperature. Weather graph was generated
from TRNSYS Meteonorm data.

As can be seen in the graph above, there is a strong correlation between low humidity and high
temperatures throughout the year.

3.1.2 Weather Manila
Manila is a tropical location, which means that the temperatures are relatively high and has little
variance throughout the year with very humid air. December to February has the lowest
temperatures of the year with normally clear weather. Summer occurs in March to May with the
highest temperatures of the year, along with a relatively low humidity. June to November is the rain
season with the highest yearly humidity rates.
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Figure 6, ambient hourly temperatures and relative humidity in Manila throughout the year. The right vertical axis provide
the scale for the relative humidity and the left one is the scale for the temperature. Weather graph was generated from
TRNSYS meteonorm data.

3.2 The office building
The office buildings will have the same dimensions, with identical ventilation and occupancy. The
building was modelled in TRNBuild.
Table 2, building dimensions and U-values. The orientation abbreviations: S -South, N -North, E -East, W -West, H –
Horizontal.

House part
Windows long side
Windows short side
Long side walls
Short side walls
Roof
Floor

No. of
parts
10
4
2
2
1
1

Dimensions/part
(m2)
2*1.5
2*2
40*3
25*3
-

Total area
(m2)
30
16
240
150
1000
1000

Orientation U-value
(W/m2*K)
S/N
1.4
E/W
1.4
S/N
0.492
E/W
0.492
H
0.492
H
1.048

The walls and the roof consist of 200 mm light concrete and 100 mm heavy concrete. The floor has a
single 300 mm layer of heavy concrete.
The building ventilation is scheduled to create a realistic increase in energy demand during daytime
in an office.
Table 3, building ventilation and energy gains. The value 20 represents the number of people working in the office and the
numbers of computers, respectively.

Type
Ventilation air change
Heat gain office work
Computer heat gain

Value
0.5/hr
20 st*150 W
20 st*230 W

Shedule
06:00-18:00 hrs
06:00-18:00 hrs
06:00-18:00 hrs
20
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3.3 Office cooling load
To determine the cooling loads of the offices throughout the year, a simulation in TRNSYS was
conducted. TRNBuild lets the user set a value of the desired indoor temperature, in this case 22 °C. In
a function TRNSYS will calculate the required energy (heating or cooling) for keep the indoor
temperature at the set point temperature. The results of this simulation can be seen in figure 7 and
8.
This data is very useful when sizing the solar collector field and the chiller. The load simulation
provide one of the most important advantages compared to manual calculations in terms of
optimising the system.

3.3.1 Cooling load Abu Dhabi
The office temperature in January falls down to 20 °C at some occasions during the simulation, but
heating was considered not to be necessary. The ventilation of outside air is closed during night time,
which helps to maintain higher indoor temperatures in the winter.

Cooling load Abu Dhabi
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Figure 7, the cooling load profile for Abu Dhabi in order from January to December.

To get a good overview of the load distribution (figure 7), the load values are arranged from
maximum to minimum and this shows the number of hours a certain chilling power is needed to
maintain the set point temperature.
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Load duration Abu Dhabi
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Figure 8, the load duration for the Abu Dhabi office.

There are only 16 hours where the required chilling power exceeds 20 kW, around half of the year 10
kW or more is needed and for approximately 300 hours, there is no cooling load at all. It is from this
data the chiller capacity is determined.
The total cooling energy demand is 76 MWh, retrieved through integration in TRNSYS of the hourly
loads.

3.3.2 Cooling load Manila
The tropical climate in Manila, with small differences in temperature over a year naturally leads to a
quite evenly distributed cooling load, as can be seen in figure 9.
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Cooling load Manila
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Figure 9, the cooling load profile for the Manila office in order from January to December.

The load duration curve is significantly more flat than the one for Abu Dhabi, especially between 4 to
10 kW, see figure 10.
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Figure 10, the load duration for the Manila office.
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The less extreme summer temperatures in Manila, in comparison to Abu Dhabi, gives a maximum
cooling load of 18 kW. 15 kW in required chilling power output is exceeded for 200 hours and 10 kW
or more power is needed for 2700 hours. The temperature in the office stays under 22 °C without
cooling for merely 8 hours in an average year. The relatively flat load duration curve for Manila tells
that the chiller will operate closer to maximum capacity compared to the chiller in Abu Dhabi, which
is advantageous for the yearly COP and the financial aspect.
With integration of the annual power load in TRNSYS, the total cooling energy demand landed on 75
MWh.

3.4 Choice of thermal chiller
With the cooling load and weather data determined, the type and size of the thermal chillers for the
respective offices can be chosen. Actual chillers on the commercial market are regarded here, not
theoretical sizes and performances.
A number of aspects were considered when choosing a chiller for the locations, including: nominal
cooling output, reliability, performance, electricity use, investment cost, simplicity, durability and
cooling deliverance quality. Ambient conditions at the different sites will nevertheless change the
parameters listed below.
From the different types of technology described in chapter 2, the desiccant wheel is deselected at
an early stage due to the lack of available information. The advanced cycles does not suit the
relatively small systems investigated in this thesis and are therefore disregarded as well.
The ambition to cover the majority of the cooling load without lowering the annual average COP of
the chillers too much, concerns both locations.
The chilled water power is determined by using equation 1.
̇
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Equation 1

ℎ,

A condensing gas-boiler is chosen as a back-up heater for both systems, preferably fired by biogas.
Biogas is chosen to keep the amount of renewable energy as high as possible. An electric super
heater in the hot storage tank was disregarded since it would operate at maximum cooling load,
when the strain on the electric grid is the highest.

3.4.1 Thermal chiller Abu Dhabi
The thermal chiller chosen for Abu Dhabi was the Yazaki WFC-SC5, which has a nominal cooling
capacity of 17.6 kW and would theoretically cover the cooling load for over 8000 hours of the year.
Yazaki is one of the major producers of absorption chillers and the WFC-SC5 only uses 48 W of
electricity at nominal load for driving its process. While the performance of the machine is greatly
affected by the cooling water temperatures, the relatively stable weather conditions of Abu Dhabi
should keep the machine running quite well. The nominal inlet heating water temperature is 88 °C,
with an accepted temperature range from 70 - 95 °C. (Yazaki(b), 2012)
Table 4, Specifications for Yazaki WFC-SC5, the chiller for Abu Dhabi.

Name

Yazaki WFCSC5
Cooling capacity kW

17.6

Nominal COP -

0.7

Power consumption W

48
24
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Chilled water

Cooling water

Heating water

Back-up heater, gasboiler

Inlet
Outlet
Flow rate
Output
Inlet
Outlet
Flowrate
Heat rejection
Inlet
Outlet
Flowrate
Heat input
Capacity

°C
°C
kg/hr
kW
°C
°C
kg/hr
kW
°C
°C
kg/hr
kW
kW

12.5
7
2770
17.6
31
34
9180
42.7
88
83
4320
25.1
25

The chilled water output power is calculated at nominal conditions in Equation 2.
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Equation 2

All of the listed parameters in table 4 above are used to model the machine in TRNSYS.
When modelling an absorption chiller in TRNSYS, 5 different parameters must be specified in an
external txt-file before the program can model its performance. These parameters are first and
foremost the temperature range of the chilled water, heating water and cooling water. The two last
parameters include the fraction of rated capacity of the chiller and the fraction of design energy
input. The latter two depend on the first 3 parameters and are specified by manufacturers. Equation
3 and 4 describes the fraction of rated capacity and the fraction of design energy input, respectively.
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Equation 4

Cold storage tank
In order to achieve an even cooling input temperature to the office building and an even cooling inlet
temperature to the chiller, a cold storage tank is added to the system. The tank also serves as a small
buffer in case of a shutdown of the thermal chiller and holds a volume of 1 m3 of water.
The tank will be placed indoors, in order to minimise the heat losses to the ambience. Condensation
on the tank surface will occur and therefore a vapour barrier must be included.
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With a ceased chilled water input and a constant cooling load of 10 kW, the tank can provide cooling
for 40 minutes before it is discharged.
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3.4.2 Thermal chiller Manila

�

Equation 6

WEGRACAL SE-15 is a robust absorption chiller, with flexible chilled water output temperatures and
the machine can operate with quite high cooling water temperatures. The chilled water temperature
can lie between 11 – 15 °C. The latter value is chosen for two reasons, high chilled water
temperatures are always favourable for the performance of an absorption chiller and the cooling
water temperature can be allowed to reach a higher level. The drawbacks with the WEGRACAL chiller
is a relatively high electric usage at nominal load, 300 W. The choices of chiller type for Manila
further is discussed in chapter 4.
Table 5, Specifications for WEGRACAL SE-15, the chiller for (Solarcombi, 2010)

Name

WEGRACAL SE-15
Cooling capacity kW

15

Nominal COP -

0.71

Power consumption kW

0.3

Weight kg
Inlet
Outlet
Flow rate
Output
Inlet
Outlet
Flowrate
Heat rejection
Inlet
Outlet
Flowrate
Heat input
Capacity

Chilled water

Cooling water

Heating water

Back-up heater, gasboiler

660 (in operation)

°C
°C
kg/hr
kW
°C
°C
kg/hr
kW
°C
°C
kg/hr
kW
kW

18
15
4269
15
33
39
5000
36
90
80
1800
21
20

The nominal cooling capacity is calculated in equation 7.
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Equation 7

Cold storage tank
A cold storage tank is included for the Manila system as well. With a constant load of 8 kW the tank
can provide cooling without chilled water input for 26 minutes. The tank can hold 1 m3 of water.
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3.5 Choice of heat rejection technology
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Equation 8

A cooling tower is the most common form of heat rejection technology. It is however more
advantageous to have a cooling system where the reject heat can be recycled, such as pre-heating
hot water or heating pool water. Since the offices in this project has a negligible use of hot water
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compared to their cooling loads, hot water pre-heating will be disregarded. Another option is to
make a geothermal borehole, where the cooling water will release heat to the ground water. In both
Abu Dhabi and Manila, there is a scarcity water, which could make it inappropriate to utilise ground
water for cooling the chiller. Cooling towers will be therefore be used for both locations.
There are different kinds of cooling towers and the choice should be based on the relation between
the dry bulb- and wet bulb temperature at the project location. The cooling towers can either be dry,
wet or a combination of both.
As a rule of thumb the cooling water temperature to the chiller is the ambient wet bulb temperature
plus 3 °C for wet cooling towers. For dry cooling towers the same rule applies, but with adding 3 °C to
the dry bulb temperature instead. (Solar cooling 103)
TRNSYS is used to generate the dry- and wet bulb temperatures of Abu Dhabi and Manila,
respectively.

3.5.1 Cooling tower Abu Dhabi

Wet and dry bulb Abu Dhabi
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Figure 11, the dry- and wet bulb temperature variation over a year in Abu Dhabi. Data generated in TRNSYS.

The highest yearly wet bulb temperature is 30 °C, leading to a maximum cooling temperature of 33
°C if a wet tower is chosen. The highest yearly dry bulb temperature is 47 °C, which would make the
maximum cooling temperature 50 °C for a dry cooling tower.
A dry cooler will generate unacceptably high cooling temperatures during the hot summer of Abu
Dhabi, while it suits quite well for the winter months. Regarding to this a hybrid tower is chosen,
which normally operates wet but where a fan is turned on when needed.
The size of the cooling tower is simply determined by adding together the heat input and the chilling
po e output. The a ufa tu e ’s data i ta le 5 checks with the value from equation 9.
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3.5.2 Cooling tower Manila

Wet and dry bulb Manila
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Figure 12, the dry and wet bulb temperature variation over a year in Manila. Data generated in TRNSYS.

As can be seen in the graph above, the dry- and wet bulb are closer to each other throughout the
year compared to Abu Dhabi and this indicates a more humid climate. This complicates the use of a
cooling tower.
The maximum wet bulb temperature of Manila is 28 °C, making the highest wet cooling temperature
31 °C. The maximum dry bulb temperature is 36 °C, giving a maximum dry cooling temperature of 39
°C.
A hybrid cooling tower is chosen here as well, because the chiller performance is highly influenced by
the cooling temperatures, where low cooling temperatures gives better performance. Even if the
WEGRACAL chiller can operate under fairly high cooling temperatures, a dry cooler will inhibit the
chiller under high cooling loads. The high ambient humidity causes the evaporation to be limited
many times under the year, making the cooling fan a very important component.
The sizing of the cooling tower is determined using equation 10.
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Equation 10

3.6 Solar collector field and heat storage
After determining the heat input power to the chiller, the solar collector fields needs to be designed.
The type of solar collector technology and the size of the fields the main focal points of this chapter.
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As a starting point for sizing the field, equation 11 is used for manually calculating the total required
collector area.
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(Solar cooling 90)

The average annual collector efficiency is determined by dividing the annual collected heat yield with
the total solar irradiation on the collector surface.
The chillers at both locations have required input temperatures between 70-100 °C. Linear Fresneland Parabolic trough collectors has output temperatures ranging from 130-250 °C, which makes
them inappropriate for both locations. Regular flat plate collectors generates temperatures between
40-60 °C, also outside the required temperature range for the chillers. (Solar cooling 21)
The alternatives left are CPC-, evacuated tube-, and double glazed flat plate collectors.

3.6.1 Solar collector efficiency
The efficiency of a solar collector depends on the optical efficiency, a linear loss coefficient, a
quadratic loss coefficient and the so called Incident Angle Modifier, IAM. (Solar 22)
The optical efficiency is a steady-state efficiency parameter describing the maximum efficiency
disregarding temperatures. The total efficiency is stated in equation 12.
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3.6.2 Collector field and heat storage tank Abu Dhabi

�

The strong irradiation on the summers of Abu Dhabi will generate high collector temperatures.
Hence, it is beneficial to choose a collector that can maintain a high efficiency in such conditions.
Especially considering that the summer comes with the highest cooling loads, an efficient collector
type can reduce the required field size.
CPC collectors are disregarded because higher outlet temperatures than conventional evacuated
tube collectors can generate is not needed for the chiller. Evacuated tube collectors are chosen since
it has a greater efficiency at high collector temperatures than double-glazed flat plate collectors.
The Swiss Institute for solar technology, SPF, has extensive and independent testing of solar
collectors in a list where a search for suitable collectors were conducted. To narrow down the search,
only collectors above 2 m2 per unit were considered. The choice fell on the Olymp Sunstar 500. Its
parameters are described in table 6 below.
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Table 6, specifications for evacuated tube collector Olymp Sunstar 500. (SPF, 2011)

Parameter
Aperture area
Flow rate
Stagnation temperature
η0
a1
a2
K1, transversal IAM at 50 °C
K2, longitudinal IAM at 50 °C

Value
3.214
150-240 (Nominal = 180)
238
0.780
1.73
0.0007
1.05
0.95

Unit
m2
l/h
°C
W/m2 *K
W/m2 *K2
-

Important to note is also that Olymp Sunstar 500 utilises a heat pipe, which makes the mounting
angle a minimum of 20°. The very low quadratic loss coefficient combined with the relatively high
optical efficiency compensates for the relatively high linear loss coefficient and gives good
performance in high temperatures.
The efficiency parameters are based on the collector aperture area and a flow rate of 240 l/h. All of
the listed parameters are needed for simulation in TRNSYS. In addition to the parameters in table 6,
For evacuated tube collectors, the incident angles for transversal and longitudinal values are not the
same. TRNSYS requires the user to create an external data file of the IAM-values from 0 - 90°. These
values are also given by SPF. The resulting IAM-curve was calculated using equation 13 below.
� =

∗

Equation 13

In order to get the resulting IAM-curve from the transversal and longitudinal values, the respective
values for every angle needs to be multiplied with every combination possible, in this case 10 values
for each category gives resulting 100 IAM-values, see appendix. (TRNSYS(b), 2005)
The optimum tilt for the solar collectors were determined using PV-GIS irradiance data. (PV-GIS,
2015)Tilting the collectors 25° to the horizontal maximises the heat yield throughout the year.
Figure 13 below shows the diffuse-, beam- and total radiation for Abu Dhabi.
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Irradiance Abu Dhabi
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Figure 13, Irradiance Abu Dhabi on surface with 25° tilt, generated in TRNSYS.

Noteworthy in the irradiance graph is the relationship between beam- and diffuse radiation. The
beam radiatio does ’t i ease i the su
e o ths, i stead it is the diffuse i adia e hi h
makes the total irradiance increase during the summer.
Figure 14 shows the setup in TRNSYS simulation studio to determine the average collector efficiency.
An estimation was first made for the average annual efficiency, a value of 0.6 was set. The incident
global irradiance, Eg,surf for Abu Dhabi on a surface with 25° tilt is approximately 800 W/m2. Utilising
equation 11 gives a total required collector area of 52 m2.

Figure 14, simulation of useful heat gain and irradiance energy for determining collector average efficiency.
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After some alterations, the average annual collector efficiency was determined in TRNSYS to 54 %.
The required area is calculated using equation 14.
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Equation 14

Given the output of equation 14 and that every collector has an aperture area of 3.214 m2, a total of
18 collectors are required. The collectors are divided into 3 series, so that the fluid temperatures
o ’t ise too high a d di i ish the heat gai . The se ies o i atio as ala ed between giving
temperatures high enough to use at winter and still achieving a high collector efficiency. The symbol
on the far left in figure 14 is the weather data, giving irradiance and temperature information. The
fluid flow is divided and summarised before and after the 3 collector series to get the correct flow
through the system. The collectors are connected to a storage tank, Type4a and a fluid pump (type
. The “u
a s
ol i the uppe ight o e is use to i teg ate the i sta ta eous alues
and deliver a summarised energy output.
Important to note is that the collector efficiency will change slightly when the tank is connected to
the chiller, due to changed temperature conditions inside the tank.
Heat storage tank
To be able to provide energy longer than when the sun shines and reduce the need of back-up heat,
the storage tank in Abu Dhabi will be designed to store heat for peak cooling capacity for 8 hours.
The average temperature difference between the top and bottom of the tank is estimated to 55 °C.
Heat input at nominal capacity is 25 kW.
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Equation 15
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3.6.3 Collector field and heat storage tank Manila

�

��

An important parameter for Manila is the ability to absorb diffuse solar radiation, since there are
many warm days in a year without much direct irradiance, again relating to the tropical climate.
Evacuated tube collectors absorb diffuse radiation more efficiently than flat plate collectors and is as
a result chosen for Manila as well. Olymp Sunstar 500 was assessed to be suitable here too.
PV-GI“ did ’t spe ifi all ha e data fo Ma ila, it as ho e e possi le to et ie e i fo atio f o
locations nearby. The tilt which maximises the yearly heat yield was approximately 15° in the area.
(Source) Since Olymp Sunstar has a minimum mounting angle of 20°, the tilt was set to this value.
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Figure 15, Solar irradiance for Manila on a surface with 20° tilt.

The beam radiation in Manila is much more fluctuating and has longer periods with low values,
compared to Abu Dhabi. The graph visualises the importance of the collectors being able to absorb
diffuse radiation.
The collector average annual efficiency is determined as described in chapter 3.6. Utilising equation
14 for pre-estimation with a collector efficiency of 0.6, the average global irradiance being 700 W/m 2
and a required heat power input of 21 kW gives a collector area of 50 m2. Alternating the collector
area around 50 m2 in TRNSYS gives an average collector efficiency of approximately 53 %.
The collector area is determined in equation 16.
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Equation 16

With the collectors having an aperture area of 3.214 m2, 18 collectors are required in Manila as well.
While the cooling load for both locations only differs with 1 MWh per year, the yearly heat yield from
the collectors is around 10 % smaller in Manila, which means the need for back-up heat is greater
here.
Heat storage tank
Since the weather in Manila has many days with relatively high cooling load without much sun, the
heat storage time should be extended to shorten the hours of back-up heat. Here, the storage tank is
sized to store heat at nominal cooling capacity for 12 hours. Heat input at nominal capacity is 21 kW.
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3.7 Complete System
The complete solar cooling system schematics in TRNSYS can be seen in figure 16. The same
schematics is applied for both locations, with the difference being the weather data and the input
values to the components. A division of the system into three different parts can be made as follows:
1. the collector circuit, 2. the chiller and cooling circuits and 3. the distribution circuit.
1. The collector circuit functions as described in chapter 3.6.2, with a controller (type2b) monitoring
the tank’s top te pe atu e a d uts off the olle to flo
he this te pe atu e e eeds the
maximum operating temperature of the chiller. (type2b) also halts the fluid flow when the
difference between the collector temperature and the supplied temperature falls below 5 °C, to
prevent heat loss during night time and other periods without sun.
2. The chiller circuit starts with water pipes being drawn from the heating water tank (type4c) into
the ge e ato ’s hille t pe
, he e heat is eleased efo e the ate returns to the tank.
The cooling water pump (type3b), forces the water through the cooling tower (type 51b) and
the etu s ooled ate to the hille ’s o de se a d a so e . Weathe data t pe 9 gi es
the ambient temperature to a psychometric component (type33e), which in its turn generates
information about the dry- and wet bulb temperature to the cooling tower. The back-up heater is
odelled ithi the t pe ta k a d tu s o he the ta k’s top te pe atu e falls elo
°C.
3. The distribution circuit starts with the chilled water from the chillers evaporator being pumped
to the chilled water tank (type 4e-2). This water is being further pumped to a cooling coil (type
52b) where it meets an air stream, and the latter is cooled. In the left end of figure 16, a time
forcing function (type14h) schedules the outside air ventilation fan (type112b) to turn on
between 06:00-18:00 on weekdays. The other air stream is drawn from the office (type56a), and
the two air streams are mixed in a flow mixer (type11c) before it gets cooled by the chilled water
in the cooling coil. The cooled air is returned to the office where weather information is given to
simulate the ambient conditions affecting the office.
The air stream entering the cooling coil warms up the chilled water before the latter flows back
to the hilled ate ta k a d late to the hille ’s e apo ato .
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Figure 16, the complete schematics for the solar cooling systems in TRNSYS.

3.7.1 Control system
A control system is implemented to ensure that the chiller is operating under acceptable conditions
and to keep the office temperature around 22 °C. All controllers and the pumps connected to the
controllers has 0/1-signals, meaning that there are only two modes, either ON or OFF. All controllers
used are also of the same type (type2b). The control system can also be divided into three parts: 1.
the chiller control, 2. the cooling tower fan control (CT fan control) and 3. the distribution control.
1. The (chiller control) is a combination of two controllers and an Equation component (Equa). One
of the controllers gives an output of 1 only if the temperature in the top of the chilled water tank
exceeds a certain temperature, to reduce the risk of crystallisation. The other controller gives an
output of 1 if the temperature to the chillers generator is equal to, or bigger than the minimum
operation temperature for the generator. If the desired conditions are not met, the control signal
output will be 0. The controllers are wired to an (Equation) described in equation 18. The chiller
o t ol s ste ’s total output is i ed to all pu ps o e ted to the hille a d the a so ptio
chiller itself. The pumps and the chiller turn off if both or one of the desired conditions are not
satisfied.
=
=

∗

Equation 18
�

;

=

;

=
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2. The cooling tower fan is regulated by one controller (type2b) and one (Equation), where the
o t olle gi es a
if the ooli g to e ate te pe atu e falls outside a gi e a ge a d gi es
a
he the ate is ooled to the o i al ope ati g te pe atu e. The e uatio si pl gi es
an output sig al of if the hille is o a d the o t olle gi es a
at the sa e ti e, a o di g
to equation 18.
3. The distribution control has the same component setup as the chiller control and gives a total
output of 1 to the distribution pump only if the average temperature in the chilled water tank is
below a certain temperature while the office temperature at the same time exceeds 22 °C. In all
othe situatio s, e ept the o e stated a o e gi es a o t ol sig al of
.

3.7.2 Complete system simulation result
Figure 17 below displays the temperatures of the cooling coil and the office in Abu Dhabi,
respectively.

Figure 17, complete system simulation of the first 300 hours of a normal year in Abu Dhabi. Red line –cooling coil air return
temperature, blue line –Office temperature.

An unnatural transient is occurring in the beginning of the simulation and under the first days the
heat input is too low for the system to keep the office temperature at 22 °C (the tank gets charged,
while the back-up heater is not activated). On the 6th day, there is enough energy to monitor the
office temperature but it comes with a constant switching of the control system signals.
The complete system simulation gives a clear inconsistency for both locations, especially over long
simulation periods, which will be discussed in greater detail in chapter 4.
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3.7.3 Performance prediction
Despite the inconsistencies of the full system simulation in TRNSYS, it is possible to give a prediction
of the performance of the respective systems. The system in Abu Dhabi has shorter periods without
direct irradiance and a more consistent weather curve over a year than Manila, resulting in greater
heating yield generated by the solar collectors. The Manila system is most likely to use more back-up
heat, which would not necessarily reduce chiller performance but lower the value of the solar
collector investment.
Humidity levels close to saturation in Manila during the wet season would inhibit the evaporation of
water in the cooling tower, leading to high cooling inlet temperatures and as a result lowered chiller
efficiency. The properties of the WEGRACAL chiller should however slightly compensate prior
described phenomena. The Manila system performance should be raised by the fact that the average
percentage of nominal load operation throughout the year would be high, whereas the opposite is
true for the Abu Dhabi system.
The challenge for the cooling of the chiller in Abu Dhabi could be at night time in the winter, at the
times when a high humidity coincides with a relatively high temperature and utilising a more
sensitive chiller.
Weighing in the described factors above, the clearer and fairly dry weather in Abu Dhabi works in
favour for the performance and solar heat utilisation. The approach to cover the vast majority of the
cooling load with solar thermal energy to run the chillers would affect the system performance
negatively, compared to having the chiller running at nominal capacity for longer periods of time but
with a lower solar yield.

3.8 Economic overview
The estimated economy of the two systems are in both cases compared to having a vapour
compression unit running on electricity to cool the buildings.
The ost fo the tu e olle to s e e esti ated to
€ / 2 after broad search of tube collector
retailers and eBay. A search was necessary since no price for the Olymp Sunstar was available. The
price for the other components were mainly retrieved from information in (Solar cooling) and
weighed with prices from eBay and retailers online.
The economic feasibility study spans over a period of 20 years, where the vapour compression units
are replaced after 15 years and the absorption chiller is estimated to last for the whole period.
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3.8.1 System economy Abu Dhabi
The total investment cost for Abu Dhabi was estimated to 78 000 euros with 20 % being costs for
installation, see table 7.
Table 7, Overview of investments and costs for component parts, Abu Dhabi office.

Conventional system investment

Solar cooling investment Abu Dhabi
Component
Evacuated tube collector (58
m2)
Piping collector circuit
Solar circuit pump
Hot water pump
Hot water storage tank (3m2)
Piping hot water circuit
Yazaki Absorption chiller (17,6
kW)
Cooling tower (36 kW)
Piping cooling circuit
Cooling water pump
Chilled water piping
Chiller water pump
Chilled water tank
Distribution pump
Distribution piping
Control system
Condensing gas-boiler, backup (25 kW)
Other (expansion vessel,
valves etc)

Cost €
11 600

info
€/

2 000
1 000
1 000
1 150
3 450 €/
640
24 000
5 000
1 440
1 000
640
1 000
1 150
1 000
1 600
2 000

Component
Vapour compression
chiller (18 kW)
Condensing gas-boiler,
back-up (25 kW)
Cooling tower (20 kW)
Cooling water pump
Piping cooling circuit

Cost €
10 000

Chilled water pump
Piping chilled water
circuit
Other (expansion
vessel, etc)
Control system
-

1 000
1 600

-

-

4 000
3 000
1 000
1 600

850
2 000
-

4 000
1 450

Components cost summary

65 120

Installation cost (20 % of inv.)
Total cost

13 024
78 144

Components cost
summary
Installation cost (20 %
of inv.)
Total cost

22450
4490
26 940
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Table 8, Running costs for both the solar cooling- and the conventional system, Abu Dhabi.

Running costs Abu Dhabi
Electricity price
Gas price
Electricity price increase
Gas price increase
Interest rate
Maintenance
Average auxiliary power usage
Nominal auxiliary power (solar cooling)
Annual electricity consumption (solar cooling)
Annual electricity cost (solar cooling)
Nominal auxiliary power (conventional)
Annual electricity consumption (conventional)
Annual electricity cost (conventional)
Annual gas cost (both systems)

Unit
€/kWh
€/kWh
%/year
%/year
%/year
€
% of nominal
kW
kWh/year
€/ ea
kW
kWh/year
kWh/year
€/ ea

Cost
0.04
0.05
2
2
5
1 000
20
2.45
4 290
172
9.1
15 940
526
600

The ele t i it p i e i A u Dha i is o l . €/kWh ith o e sio ates f o Ma
,e e
st
after an increase in price which took effect on January 1 2015. (Regulation and supervision bureau
UAE, 2015) The seasonal coefficient of performance (SCOP) for the vapour compression chiller is
estimated to 2.5. The use of back-up heat is estimated to 10 %, with a boiler efficiency of 90 %.
Table 9, Displaying total net value and saved electricity over 20 years, Abu Dhabi.

Economic summary Abu Dhabi

Unit

Value

Period
Total Net value Solar cooling
Total Net value Conventional
Total Saved electricity

years
€
€
kWh

20
162 600
126 500
233 000

The low electricity price in Abu Dhabi makes the solar cooling investment too heavy compared to the
savings in electricity considering the total net value. The amount of total electricity saved is
calculated to a total of 233 000 kWh under 20 years.
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3.8.2 System economy Manila
The estimated total investment cost for Manila were estimated to 69 500 euros with 20 % being
costs for installation here as well, see table 10.
Table 10, Overview of investment and specific costs for component parts of the solar cooling system in Manila.

Solar cooling investment Manila
Component
Evacuated tube collector (58
m2)
Piping collector circuit
Solar circuit pump
Hot water pump
Hot water storage tank (4m2)
Piping hot water circuit
WEGRACAL Absorption chiller
(15 kW)
Cooling tower (36 kW)
Piping cooling circuit
Cooling water pump
Chilled water piping
Chiller water pump
Chilled water tank
Distribution pump
Distribution piping
Control system
Condensing gas-boiler, backup (20 kW)
Other (expansion vessel,
valves etc)
Components cost summary
Installation cost (20 % of inv.)
Total cost

Cost €

info
200
11 600 €/
2 000
1 000
1 000
1 150
4 600 €/
640
20 200
5 000
1 440
1 000
640
1 000
1 150
1 000
1 600
2 000

Conventional system investment
Component
Vapour compression chiller
(15 kW)
Condensing gas-boiler, backup (20 kW)
Cooling tower (20 kW)
Cooling water pump
Piping cooling circuit

Cost €
8 000

Chilled water pump
Piping chilled water circuit

1 000
1 600

Other (expansion vessel, etc)
Control system
-

850
2 000
-

-

-

Components cost summary
Installation cost (20 % of
inv.)
Total cost

22 050
4 410

3 000
3 000
1 000
1 600

3 000
1 450
57 920
11 584
71 504

26 460

Table 11 below shows the running costs for the Manila office for both the conventional- and the solar
cooling system. The costs of electricity and gas in the table is valid for year 1, before the price
increase takes effect.
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Table 11, Running costs for both systems. Categories without added information considers both systems.

Running costs Manila
Electricity price
Gas price
Electricity price increase
Gas price increase
Interest rate
Maintenance
Average auxiliary power usage
Nominal auxiliary power (solar cooling)
Annual electricity consumption (solar cooling)
Annual electricity cost (solar cooling)
Nominal auxiliary power (conventional)
Annual electricity (consumption conventional)
Annual electricity cost (conventional)
Annual gas cost (both systems)

Unit
€/kWh
€/kWh
%/year
%/year
%/year
€
% of nominal
kW
kWh/year
€/ ea
kW
kWh/year
kWh/year
€/ ea

Cost
0.2
0.05
2
2
5
1 000
20
2.35
4 117
823
7.5
13140
2628
834

The ele t i it p i e i Ma ila is . €/kWh, converted from the Philippine peso in May 2015.
(Rappler, 2015) Just as for Abu Dhabi, the vapour compression unit has an estimated SCOP of 2.5.
Heat yield covered by back-up heat is estimated to 20 % in Manila, with a boiler efficiency of 90 %
Table 12, Displaying total net value and saved electricity over 20 years, Manila.

Economic summary Manila
Period
Net value Solar cooling
Net value Conventional
Saved electricity

Unit
years
€
€
kWh

Value
20
169 500
169 400
180 000

The high electricity prices in Manila gives the two systems very similar net values. A total of 180 000
kWh is saved choosing the solar cooling system instead of a conventional system.
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4 Discussion
4.1 Simulation inconsistency
The TRNSYS simulation of the complete solar cooling systems generated inconsistent values, mainly
deriving from the collector- and hot storage tank temperatures. An unreasonably low temperature
difference between the top- and bottom temperature occurred in the hot storage tank, likely
deriving from the sudden transients of the collector temperature. The type2b, 0/1-signal controller
was tested with and without low cut-out temperatures wired to the solar collector circuit and was
found to cause extreme transients at the time of cut-out. By knowing that, it is possible that the
type2b-controllers cause instability to the simulation and is the main reason behind the corrupt
output values. An error check was conducted with the other component parts without finding an
apparent fault, which strengthens the theory that the control system causes the unstable result.
An alternative would have been to implement a dynamic control system, such as P.I.D-controllers
with a smoothly shifting control signal. A P.I.D-controller gives the possibility to regulate the heating
water flow to give the chillers a constant temperature that would optimise performance and
stability. With a smooth control system, the single speed pumps and fans would be replaced with
pumps having variable speed, which would lower the electricity use of the system.
To implement such a control system would however lie outside of the time frame of this thesis.

4.2 Technology choices Manila
An absorption chiller with a hybrid cooling tower was chosen for the Manila system, mainly based on
chiller performance, available size and investment cost. Disregarding the available size, investment
cost and ground water usage, the ideal choice might have been two ClimateWell absorption chillers
coupled in parallel being cooled by ground water. That would give a fairly well maintained
performance, an even cooling output with no risk for crystallisation and a very low electricity
consumption since it is a chemically driven process. Such a system will probably be better suited for
the tropical climate in Manila, compared to a conventional absorption chiller with a cooling tower.

4.3 Building properties
The object of this thesis was to implement an active solar cooling system to a simplified, but realistic
office building. The first step before designing an active solar cooling system in reality would be to
assess the energy efficiency of the building beforehand, in order to minimise the cooling load.

4.4 Future outlook
Solar cooling is today a small-scale industry and the room for improvement in preventing
crystallisation in absorption chillers, developing new adsorbents among other things, seems to be
big. With financing and technical development, the features of low greenhouse gas emissions and
the cold supply coinciding with the demand could make solar cooling a serious alternative to
conventional cooling in the future.
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5 Conclusions and further work
By simulating and processing detailed weather data, it is possible to assess many aspects in
optimising and preventing risks of a solar cooling system. There are great differences in the design
conditions of the tropics and the sub-tropics, between Manila and Abu Dhabi more specifically.
TRNSYS simulations show that the office building in Abu Dhabi had a slightly larger cooling load, 76
MWh, compared to 75 MWh in Manila, with the prior location having a low cooling demand from
November to February shifting to a very high demand in May to October. With maximum loads on
over 20 kW and a steep load duration curve, the yearly average efficiency of the Abu Dhabi system is
expected to be affected negatively by this.
Manila has a much more evenly distributed cooling load throughout the year, resulting in a flatter
load duration curve with a maximum cooling load of 18 kW, affecting the yearly average efficiency
positively.
The absorption chiller Yazaki WFC-SC5, with a nominal cooling output of 17.6 kW and a rated COP of
0.7 was chosen for Abu Dhabi, giving chilled water temperatures around 7 °C. One of the main
advantages with the Yazaki chiller is the low electricity consumption, only 48 W.
WEGRACAL SE-15 absorption chiller, nominally rated at 15 kW cooling output and a COP of 0.71 was
selected for the Manila office. The chilled water outlet temperature of 15 °C is working in favour of
the performance and allows a higher cooling water temperatures for this specific chiller, which would
be necessary when using a cooling tower in high ambient humidity. Chilled water tanks was
integrated with both systems to be able to control distribution temperatures better.
Condensing gas-boilers were chosen as back-up heaters for both Manila (20 kW) and Abu Dhabi (25
kW), preferably using e.g. biogas as fuel. Gas was prioritised over electrical super heaters in order to
avoid possibly putting strain on the electric grids at grid peak loads.
The evacuated heat-pipe collector Olymp Sunstar was after careful research utilised at both
locations, in Abu Dhabi with a tilt of 25 °C and in Manila 20 °C, values which optimises the yearly heat
yield. The average collector efficiencies were determined in TRNSYS to be 54 % and 53 % for Abu
Dhabi and Manila, respectively. The lower average irradiance and more irregular beam radiation in
Manila, made the solar collector field bigger there in proportion to chiller output.
Conclusively, the Abu Dhabi system can utilise a greater heat-yield due to regularly high direct
irradiance values while the irradiance profile in Manila requires a greater need for back-up heat.
Along with this, the office in the sub-tropical Abu Dhabi is expected to have a smoother- and
ultimately a more high performance solar cooling system due to lower humidity, which facilitates the
important cooling of the chiller.
The electricity price in Abu Dhabi is too low for the solar cooling system to be economically feasible
compared to a conventional system, where the net values over 20 years are 163
€a d
€,
respectively. Manila has on its hand a very high price for electricity, making the 20-year net values for
both the solar cooling- and the conventional system approximately 170
€.
To further optimise the systems in the thesis and to improve simulation quality, a variable control
system regulating fans and pumps with variable speed devices attached to them, should be
implemented.
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8 Appendix, System economy
Annual amortisation
Solar cooling system Manila
Capital cost
Electricity cost
Electricity consumption
Gas cost
Gas consumption
Annual maintenance cost
Annual operation cost
Annual interest cost
Annual amortisation
Remaining debt
Total annual cost
Net cost
Electricity saved
Annual amortisation
Conventional system Manila
Capital cost
Electricity cost
Electricity consumption
Gas cost
Gas consumption
Annual maintenance cost
Annual operation cost
Annual interest cost
Annual amortisation
Remaining debt
Total annual cost
Net cost

3575
Unit
€
€/kWh
kWh/year
€/kWh
kWh/year
€/ ea
€/ ea
€/ ea
€/ ea
€
€/year

Year 0 Year 1 Year 16 Year 20
71504
0,20
0,27
0,29
4117
4117
4117
0,05
0,07
0,07
16670
16670
16670
1000
1161
1208
1657
2230
2414
3754
894
179
3475
3475
3475
67929
14301
0
9886
7760
7276
169500
180460
1323

Unit
€
€/kWh
kWh/year
€/kWh
kWh/year
€/ ea
€/ ea
€/ ea
€/ ea
€/ ea
€/year

kWh
Year 0 Year 1 Year 16 Year 20
26460
11136
0,20
0,27
0,29
13140
13140
13140
0,05
0,07
0,07
16670
16670
16670
1000
1161
1208
3462
4659
5043
1389
347
69
1323
1323
1323
25137
5292
0
7174
18626
7643

169442
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Annual amortisation
Solar cooling system Abu Dhabi
Capital cost
Electricity cost
Electricity consumption
Gas cost
Gas consumption
Annual maintenance cost
Annual operation cost
Annual interest cost
Annual amortisation
Remaining debt
Total annual cost
Net cost
Electricity saved
Annual amortisation
Reference system Abu Dhabi
Capital cost
Electricity cost
Electricity consumption
Gas cost
Gas consumption
Annual maintenance cost
Annual operation cost
Annual interest cost
Annual amortisation
Remaining debt
Total annual cost

3907
Unit
Year 0
Year 1
Year 16 Year 20
€
78144
€/kWh
0,04
0,05
0,06
kWh/year
4292
4292
4292
€/kWh
0,05
0,07
0,07
kWh/year
12000
12000
12000
€/ ea
1000
1161
1208
€/ ea
772
1039
1124
€/ ea
4103
977
195
€/ ea
3907
3907
3907
€
74237
15629
0
€/year
9781
7083
6435
160130
233020 kWh
1503
Unit
Year 0
Year 1
Year 16 Year 20
€
30060
13920
€/kWh
0,04
0,05
0,06
kWh/year
15943
15943
15943
€/kWh
0,05
0,07
0,07
kWh/year
12000
12000
12000
€/ ea
1000
1161
1208
€/ ea
1238
1666
1803
€/ ea
1578
395
79
€/ ea
1503
1503
1503
€/ ea
28557
6012
0
€/year
5319
18644
4593
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